
The Alberta Party is a citizens’ movement that 

is working to make our province the best place 

to live.  Our party was built through a mas-

sive citizen engagement project called The Big 

Listen, which engaged thousands of Albertans 

in a discussion about the future.

The Big Listen revealed that although Albertans 

are immensely proud and grateful for what we 

have achieved as a society, it is clear that most 

believe that Alberta can be so much better. 

Albertans told us to dream bigger and make 

this province an even better place to live. 

Our platform is focused 

Our platform is focused 
on five core ideas:
1 RETHINK HEALTHCARE.

Better healthcare needs a better strategy.  
We must focus on long-term outcomes rather 
than short-term costs and shift the system 
from treatment to prevention.  We must make 
transparency a core value of the system so that 
we can get the information we need to make 
the system stronger.

2 RESPECT OUR STUDENTS.  
The best education system requires stable, 
predictable, long term funding. We will 
prioritize funding for primary and post-
secondary education so that our students 
can excel in a competitive world. 

3 REIMAGINE OUR DEMOCRACY.  
Better policy comes from the living rooms and 
not the backrooms.  A responsive government 
will have the courage to ask, seek and 
implement solutions to the difficult questions.  
We will develop policy with meaningful citizen 
engagement and transform the role of MLAs 
to ensure that they are connected to their 
constituents. 

4 REINVIGORATE OUR ECONOMY.  
Better jobs need an economy that is attuned 
to the environment, technology and creativity.   
We will make it easier to start and grow a 
business, both within and outside of the 
resource industry.  We will ensure that smart 
regulation fosters growth and protects our 
environment.

5 REINVEST IN OUR COMMUNITIES.  
Stronger communities are the key to a better 
quality of life for our families, including our 
children and our seniors. We must maintain 
investments that strengthen the fabric of 
our communities by providing stable and 
predictable funding for our municipalities 
and social services.
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We can 
dream bigger.
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WEBSITE www.albertaparty.ca  

EMAIL info@albertaparty.ca

FACEBOOK www.facebook.com/albertaparty 

TWITTER @albertaparty PHONE 1-877-683-3126

MAIL 10103 117 St NW, P.O. Box 74021, Edmonton, AB, T5K 2S7

By working with you and your neighbours, we 
can develop better solutions to the challenges 
that we all face.  A vote for the Alberta Party
today is the first step towards a better 
government.

VISIT WWW.ALBERTAPARTY.CA TO JOIN 
THE CONVERSATION & READ OUR FULL 
ELECTION PLATFORM

renew
together, we can 
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